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The Galactic Management 

to all beings of this world 

through 

OX ETZ'NAB - Mirror 3 - KIN 208 

of the new census 
 

The resurrection and redemption through NIWANES 

 
The Mayan calendar in a new guise 

 
Unrecognized in many years a NEW ENERGY worked, it enabled special people to 
strengthen each other in a complementary way to be able to bring forth NEW. 
 
These people were not yet aware that they were being fed with wonderful forces 
from the source of all being, but in their deeds the NEW ENERGY showed itself in a 
wonderful way and thereby wanted to be born on earth at last. 
 
After the powerful birth cry on the 19.11.1989 she already worked on the 
20.November 1989 from 03:08h independently, in the manipulated time calculation 
of the Gregorian calendar. It had already become recognized and conscious, so the 
centered forces of different groups allowed this on earth. A new culture is on the 
way, it demands more for HOW the people meet each other - HOW they can 
CREATE TOGETHER. 
 

For the WHAT hardly questions had remained open, but HOW one brings the 
WHAT on the world had been still not familiar to the people. There two built the 
same wall and everyone began at the opposite end to put one stone on the other, but 
in the middle - ouch - the parts did not come together, it had become two walls which 
could not be connected with each other although it should have become only one 
wall. 

 
They had not paid attention to the HOW and had not coordinated themselves. Still 
unreasonable they had looked only at themselves, which was called selfish, but actually 
had been only narrow-minded and stupid, hardly prudent and careless. 
 
Again years passed in this way, without appreciable public recognition for the NEW 
ENERGY, which had nevertheless held the HOW ready for a long time. Only when the 
Goddess from the North, she, received THE NEW ENERGY and asked for its disclosure 
and recognition of the people, only then they had become attentive. 
 
The Galactic Management intervened for this purpose and examined these careers, 
after it had let this NEW ENERGY become visible for all, present at that time. It had 
been a cosmic event unrecognized on earth, because for the first time a NEW cosmic 
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ENERGY had been created by 144 000 masters and had been handed over to the source 
by them. At the same time they formed the master ring, which opened for Niwanes a 
gate to mankind, through this gate and the open heart it can be received by everyone. 
 
Many human hearts had been hurt so much in the past millennia that they did not 
dare to open their hearts, because the pain had been so unbearable, they would rather 
die than endure the pain. But then the goddess, the great heart healer, appeared and 
began to heal the dismembered and abused hearts, so that they became whole, strong 
and whole again. 
 
Through the Galactic Management it had subsequently become known that the Dark 
Ones had misused the MAYA calendar for their purposes and had created a matrix 
within the already existing time manipulation matrix in order to be able to enforce 
their audacious egoistic plans on Earth. This plan was already heralded in 1987, as the 
dark Ones perceived the sporadic presence of an energy of which they had become 
afraid. 
 
More and more hearts had been healed, yet there were few who had the strength and 
were brave enough to enforce the necessary changes on Earth, a blazing war with the 
dark Ones had been ignited. 
 
Then the Galactic Management intervened again and reported that by the dark forces 
and their time manipulation, the people had been denied to receive the true energy 
and information flow from the source, which one calls cosmic archetypes. These 20 
archetypes, known since time immemorial, had long since been reinforced by 
NIWANES, so the NEW ENERGY was named in the meantime.  
 
Yes, so it is, you dear people, you beings on earth there are now 21 archetypes working, 
which open up completely new possibilities for YOU through NIWANES. 
 
Every day, even in every moment could be received by those, pure open heart, through 
the time manipulation the truth and power of the archetypes from the source of all 
being which is called God. Such people it had been a concern to spread the truth about 
the time and to give also to those the possibility to make experience with the divine 
forces - the NAHUALES. 
 
Now it was time to finally take the step out of the time manipulation, to move 
forward, to find the NATURAL ORDER.  
 
Today on the 22.12.2017 of the Gregorian calendar, the shifted and spoiled time, is 
brought again into the balance what had been abused over millennia. 
 
The NATURAL ORDER therefore begins with the today's cut-off date of the natural 
calendar. 
 
With the KIN 208, the adjusted day counting, the annual calendar of the NATURAL 
ORDER begins on today's day, the 1.1.2018. This is fed in with the TZOLKIN of the 
cosmic MAYAs counting now 273 days by the NEW COUNTING. 
 
This is therefore the prelude of the CONSCIOUSLY lived NATURAL ORDER on earth, 
which flows perpetually from the source of all being into all worlds. 
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The NAHUALES themselves had made sure that the right forces could find themselves 
for the creation of the New Calendar and the necessary cleaning up of the 
manipulative Kin-calculation, so that at the same time also the new calculation WITH 
NIWANES for the now new TZOLKIN with 273 KINs could be initiated. 
 
Although the earthly MAYAs had been told never to change the count, this instruction 
was ignored by the majority of the people of the world and they therefore followed the 
seducers and their methods of confusion, which they thought they needed for their own 
selfish plans. 
 
The shift of the time, had gone thus already around the whole world, what had been 
called falsely Maya calendar, however, was not true, because it had been in truth a 
play with the confusion and aberration. 
 
So the time surfer with his team was caused to intervene in the earthly events to 
accomplish this work to the best of his knowledge and conscience for mankind. There is 
a detailed explanation to the new calendar with an own representation - which we call 
THE ORDER OF GOD OF TIME. 
 
The natural time calculation which resembles a ladder in its alignment leads directly 
to God, to the source of all being. These now 21 archetypes / Nahuales / or sun tribes, as 
they are also called, sent as tool for the BEING on the world which everyone may use 
in every moment, are the gifts of God for the beings in all worlds. 
 
Forever the perishable is replaced today - the NEW YEAR - the NEW TIME has begun 
today with Jan. 1, 2018, which erases Dec. 22, 2017. It is the first day after the winter 
solstice of the natural beginning of the year, the natural calendar. 
 
The NEW CALENDAR shows you dear MAN, which KIN works today, which forces 
are sent to you today by God over the time calculation, by MAYA, in order to be used 
by you for the well-being of all! 
 
NIWANES does not want that people make themselves a picture of his figure, which is 
not possible at all, because NIWANES is purest, highest, as far as possible formless 
energy, whose effect may be passed on also only stylized, as in this new calendar. 
 

NIWANES does not want to be worshipped, but helpfully find entrance into processes 
of together complementing SAME of different talents, which bring in themselves for a 
common goal.  
 
One may also say gladly, "uses NIWANES so that a common goal is reached"! However, 
NIWANES only appears as soon as everyone is in his center and completely in the 
here and NOW for a common goal.  
 
NIWANES is incorruptible and cannot be corrupted. 
I am you 

you are me 

 
In Lake‘ch 
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Spread this news everywhere, let the whole world know about it, let the hearts of all be 
healed and open to the miracle. 
Copyright by Galactic Management - AnNijaTbé 1.1.2018 (22.12.2017 Greg. Kal.) 
Galactic Management would like to thank Linoa Lin for reading this text. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The new Mayan Mandala 

from the inside to the outside: 
HUNAB KU the source of creation, 

4 Rootraces were recognized by all Native peoples, 
the correct genetic code of the female and male genes, 

as well as the 13 er counting of the 13 tones of the,  
21 Nahuales including Niwanes for the ascent of mankind. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
With the beginning of the NATURAL YEARLY CALENDAR in the year 2018 the  
4 white years of the great spiritual test have begun. - It is only in 2022 that the 
comprehensively new begins to enter our world on earth. OX MULUC will prepare our 
world and our earth in 2022 through a deep cleansing for the necessary renewals. 
 In Lake'ch 
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